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Abstract
There is a critical need for checking the qual-001
ity of translations while localizing important002
content across all the industries. This paper003
presents question-answering based techniques004
to check the comprehensibility of a text trans-005
lation. The viability of the method is evalu-006
ated using text translated from English to Hindi,007
where we see comprehensibility issues identi-008
fied with up to 87% accuracy.009

1 Introduction010

Those wishing to translate content into local lan-011

guages use: (i) one or more bi-lingual human trans-012

lators; (ii) a computer-assisted translation (or CAT)013

process; or (iii) a completely automated machine014

translation process. In any of these cases, there015

are limited options for assessing the quality of the016

translation. Those hiring bi-lingual translators do017

not often speak the target language, and machine018

translation tools do not generally provide any inter-019

pretability, risk level, or non-technical assessment020

information.021

Thoroughly checking the quality of a translation022

thus remains a complex task that requires expert023

human intervention (Castilho et al., 2018; Stirtz,024

2018; Ko, 2011; Ye and Zhang, 2011). As a re-025

sult, quality checking slows the pace of localizing026

important text content (e.g., health, religious, leg-027

islative, or legal information), because the qual-028

ity of such translations needs to be verified be-029

fore publication (Ramos, 2020; Kmiecicka, 2021;030

Ghobadi et al., 2017). COVID-19 has uniquely031

exposed these translation checking inefficiencies.032

The demand for translation of healthcare, medi-033

cal research and pharmaceutical content is increas-034

ing, but the there are limited expert resources avail-035

able (El-Jardali et al., 2020; Anastasopoulos et al.,036

2020; Way et al., 2020; Dhawan et al., 2021).037

This paper presents a method to augment trans-038

lation checking by flagging potentially poor qual-039

ity translations as related to "comprehensibility."040

The method probes both the informational content 041

of a translation and the inferences related to the 042

intended meaning. It does so by automatically an- 043

swering questions paired with both the source con- 044

tent and an automatic back translation of the target, 045

translated content. Answers to these questions re- 046

veal the level of difficulty for an uninitiated native 047

speaker to arrive at the intended meaning. 048

We demonstrate the method using "draft" Hindi 049

[hin] translations of English content [eng]. Cer- 050

tain of these translations are manually perturbed 051

to create known translation issues, while others 052

have been quality checked by humans. We find 053

that it is feasible to evaluate the comprehensibility 054

of the draft Hindi text using both: (i) pre-trained 055

Hindi question answering models operating on the 056

draft Hindi text; and (ii) pre-trained English ques- 057

tion answering models operating on automatic back 058

translations of the draft Hindi text. 059

2 Related Work 060

Question and answer is a common format used to 061

test students in reading comprehension. There are 062

a variety of these kinds of tests that measure a vari- 063

ety of different comprehension skills (Keenan et al., 064

2008). The QRI reading comprehension test (Leslie 065

and Caldwell, 1990), for example, involves read- 066

ing stories aloud and then having students respond 067

to short-answer comprehension questions. Similar 068

tests may involve a combination of multiple-choice 069

questions about a passage or a retelling exercise. 070

Of course, all of these kinds of tests are performed 071

manually and are typically employed in an educa- 072

tional context. 073

Automatic or machine question answering 074

(sometimes referred to as simply "question answer- 075

ing", "machine comprehension", or "reading com- 076

prehension") is the task of answering questions 077

given one or more text passages as context. The per- 078

formance of neural network based models trained 079

on this task has increased considerably in recent 080
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years. This progress is in large part due to the re-081

lease of large language models like BERT (Devlin082

et al., 2019) and new data sets that have introduced083

"impossible" questions (Rajpurkar et al., 2018),084

bigger scales (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), and var-085

ious forms of context. As described in a recent086

paper by Sen and Saffari (2020), question answer-087

ing models have outperformed human baselines on088

the widely-used SQuAD 1.1 and SQuAD 2.0 data089

sets (Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018).090

Despite this clear progress in automated ques-091

tion answering, the authors are not aware of any092

attempt to apply question answering models to au-093

tomatically assess the quality of translations.094

3 Methodology095

See Figure 1 for an overview of our question an-096

swering based approach to checking the "compre-097

hensibility" of a draft translation. In our approach,098

content in the source language is paired with one or099

more curated comprehension questions that should100

be directly answerable from the respective passage.101

After the source language content is translated into102

the target language, a machine translation model103

is used to automatically back translate the target104

language content back into the source language. A105

question answering model then answers the ques-106

tions using both the original and back translated107

content. Answers corresponding to the original108

content are compared with answers from the back109

translation to flag possible comprehensibility is-110

sues.111

To compare the answers from the back transla-112

tion with the answers from the original content, we113

utilize a pre-trained text embeddings. Each answer114

is vectorized using the embeddings and a similarity115

between the embeddings is calculated using cosine116

similarity. A simple threshold is used to flag an-117

swers that are dissimilar to that generated from the118

original content.119

In certain cases, supplemental source language120

content is utilized to increase flagging performance.121

That is, answers to the curated comprehension ques-122

tions are generated from the source content along123

with a variety of other source language references,124

where the other source language references contain125

similar information. The answer from the back126

translated candidate is then compared with answers127

from the original source content and the various128

other source language references. This addition of129

supplemental references helps to ensure that syn-130

onyms in the back translation do not impact the 131

flagging as significantly. 132

When both source content and supplemental 133

source language references were used, we experi- 134

mented with two slightly different flagging meth- 135

ods based on calculated similarities between the 136

various answers. In a first method, we take the av- 137

erage of similarity scores for all candidate answer 138

to source language content answer pairs. Alter- 139

natively, we flag the candidate answer if any one 140

similarity score is below a threshold. The accuracy 141

of each flagging method was calculated using the 142

data discussed in Section 4. In the end, the results 143

reported here use the average-based method, which 144

generally performed best. 145

4 Experiments 146

In our experiments, we compare the utility of flag- 147

ging poor quality translations using automatic ques- 148

tion answering: (i) in the source language using 149

a back translation of the draft or candidate for- 150

ward translation; and (ii) natively in the target lan- 151

guage using the draft translation itself along with a 152

reference (or "model") translation(s) in the target 153

language. Comparing these two scenarios will al- 154

low us to understand how the performance of the 155

method degrades due to noise in the back transla- 156

tion. 157

To this end, we assembled a dataset1 of English 158

and Hindi Bible passages. Hindi in treated as the 159

target language and English is treated as the source 160

language. Specifically, this dataset includes: 161

• Multiple versions of 300 English [eng] Bible 162

passages (NET, CSB, NIV, NLT, GNT, ESV, 163

KJV, WEB, and NAS) 164

• 300 comprehension questions in English 165

paired with those Bible passages 166

• Multiple versions of the corresponding 167

Hindi [hin] Bible passages (HIN2017 from 168

bible.com, the Hindi Holy Bible from word- 169

project.org, and the Sab Ki from bible.is) 170

• The corresponding comprehension questions 171

in Hindi paired with those Bible passages 172

The comprehension questions were sourced 173

from SIL International’s Transcelerator project2, 174

which includes real world question and answer 175

1to be released publicly on publication
2https://github.com/sillsdev/Transcelerator
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Figure 1: The generally methodology for checking the "comprehensibility" of a translation using question answering.

pairs used to check the comprehensibility of draft176

Bible translations.177

To evaluate the comprehension checking method178

of Section 3 natively in the target language, the179

HIN2017 translation is treated as the "draft" transla-180

tion. We manually inject comprehensibility issues181

in 25% of this HIN2017 data to create known com-182

prehensibility issues. The injected issues include183

under-specifying context (e.g., removing an impor-184

tant clause), changing words, and jumbling words,185

all of which are likely real world scenarios in a186

translation process. The other 75% of the HIN2017187

data is considered to be good quality given that it188

was already quality checked and published by the189

Bible publisher. The Sab Ki and Hindi Holy Bible190

data is left unperturbed to be used as supplemental191

reference content (see Figure 2).192

To evaluate the comprehension checking method193

of Section 3 in the source language using a back194

translation, we back translate the HIN2017 data195

into English using Google Translate3. In English,196

one of the Bible translations is treated as the source197

content and the remaining are treated as reference198

content (see Figure 2).199

We use the bert-multi-cased-finetuned-xquadv14200

from Hugging Face to answer questions in Hindi,201

and we use the DistilBert5 model (fine-tuned on202

SQuAD data) to answers questions in English. To203

calculate similarity between answers we use pre-204

trained LaBSE (Feng et al., 2020) and LASER6205

text embeddings. As a further baseline, we use206

BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) to calculate a207

raw n-gram based similarity between answers. A208

threshold of 0.675 was used for all experiments,209

3https://translate.google.com/
4https://huggingface.co/mrm8488/bert-multi-cased-

finetuned-xquadv1
5https://huggingface.co/distilbert-base-uncased-distilled-

squad
6https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER

where similarities below this threshold were con- 210

sidered to be anomalous. 211

5 Results 212

Table 1 shows the results of question answering 213

based flagging of Hindi comprehension issues. Us- 214

ing the method of Section 3 we see accuracy met- 215

rics higher than 80% when flagging comprehen- 216

sion issues with either a Hindi question answering 217

model or an English question answering model. In 218

fact, the best performing scenario that we evalu- 219

ated used automatic back translations and question 220

answering in English. This demonstrates that the 221

higher performance of the English question answer- 222

ing model outweighs any information loss from 223

using a machine translation model to back translate 224

the draft. Such a results suggests that the method 225

could be viable for a wide range of languages, be- 226

cause a question answering model in the target 227

language is not required as long as you can back 228

translate the target content. 229

As mentioned in Section 3, we used two meth- 230

ods to flag comprehension questions given multiple 231

reference contexts. (OR) in Table 1 represents flag- 232

ging when any answer pairs are below the similarity 233

threshold and (AVG) represents flagging only when 234

the average score is below the threshold. Generally, 235

the average-based flagging performed best, which 236

suggests that having a diversity of supplemental 237

references can boost performance. 238

6 Conclusion & Future Work 239

Using question answering, we demonstrate that 240

comprehensibility-related issues in Hindi draft 241

translations can be identified automatically with 242

an accuracy up to 87%. This method seems to 243

be viable for other languages as well, because a 244

question answering model in the target language 245
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Language Flagging Precision Recall Acurracy
hin BLEU (AND) 0.42 0.58 0.70
hin BLEU (AVG) 0.42 0.78 0.68
hin LaBSE (OR) 0.49 0.80 0.75
hin LaBSE (AVG) 0.72 0.77 0.87
eng LaBSE (OR) 0.38 0.95 0.61
eng LaBSE (AVG) 0.59 0.84 0.82

Table 1: Results of questions answering based flagging of Hindi comprehension issues. The BLEU score and LaBSE
embedding based similarity flagging methods are shown here, because they represent a naive baseline approach and
the best performing approach. (OR) in the table indicating flagging if any of the similarity scores are below the
threshold and (AVG) indicates flagging if the avergae similarity score is below the threshold.

is not required as long as a back translation can be246

produced. In the future, we would like to further247

validate the methodology using data from other248

domains, such as healthcare. We would also like249

to test the method with a variety of other ques-250

tion answering models and with data from lower251

resourced languages.252
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Figure 2: Example data from our experiments for a
single Bible passage, which includes multiple contexts
in Hindi, multiple contexts in English, a question in
Hindi, and a question in English.
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